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Back In Situ, or Turns was conceived as a way to take reflective look back at the Studio Visits (Ex 
Situ) gatherings that took place in 2014 — the year in which these new interstizio events were 
introduced into Centotto’s programming — while also taking a glimpse into the future. 
 
Simposio exhibits at Centotto entail reading and writing assignments for participating artists. 
For the written portion of Back In Situ, or Turns, artists were asked to share a few thoughts 
about ‘turns’ their work might have taken over the past year, or about new ‘terms’ they might 
have incorporated into their creative vocabulary. It seemed a particularly fitting point of inquiry 
as one year turns into another, and so on. 38 artists have work in this exhibit. Writings by those 
who gave ‘terms’ to their ‘turns’ are below. Their reflections will furnish a textual basis for our 
next simposio discussion (date and time TBA).  
 
More particulars about Back in Situ, or Turns, as well as about simposio exhibits and Studio 
Visits (Ex Situ) gatherings in general, are available at centotto.com. 
 
For now, mille grazie, enjoy!  
  
Paul 
 
. . . 
 
 
Cathy Nan Quinlan 
The turn was my eyes looking upward, motivated by Adam Simon’s Clouds show. Claude Levi-
Strauss defined the terms when he said that if he could describe the ephemeral appearances 
of the sky, there would be no experience “whose meaning and importance I could not 
eventually make clear to everybody.” So he practiced on board a ship going to destinations 
still unknown. And so do I. 
 
Nicola Ginzel 
The turn in my work is more about my internal freedom with myself. I spent too many years of 
my life suffocating in the highly critical environment in which I was brought up, and as a result I 
imposed this constriction upon myself and my artwork. It was a wonderful experience to share 
that recent disposition of mind — allowing the work just to be — with others Ex Situ in August.   
The environment was supportive and constructive. 



 
Jeff Frederick 
The handheld painting by its nature requires turning. Painted on all 6 surfaces, it can only be 
fully experienced by turning it over (in the hand) to look at the back, the sides and the ends.  
Often two or more surfaces are visible at once, and rolled-on forms may wrap around from the 
front to the sides, or to the ends. Terms that influence my painted forms include mechanical, 
gestural, edge, area, saturation and density. 
 
Mila Dau 
My biggest turn this year was the loss of my studio when the landlord chose a charter school 
over the group of artists who had been renting spaces from his superfund site in Harlem. 
Suddenly the work and materials were compacted into folders and boxes in storage, and I was 
cut loose with nowhere to go and work. So I decided to sit still and wait for the next turn to 
appear around the bend. 
 
Anne Russinof 
A ‘turn’ in my work occurred early this year when my all-over gestural grids started to coalesce 
into single fluid gestures. This form seemed to be wriggling around as if finding its proper 
position on the canvas: a big one in relation to the canvas edge. My painting Shake Out, in this 
present exhibit, is an example. To this summer’s Ex Situ, I brought three small works where the 
figure/ground contrast was even more prominent. 
 
Jeffrey Bishop 
I consistently work on a number of parallel trajectories, so I am accustomed to divergences 
within the work. But for a long time I have been drawing in small notebooks and have felt that 
these are a more intimate form of expression than usually manifested in the studio. So now, at 
a residency, given time away from home base, I am allowing these small statements to find 
oxygen in a larger format. Failing wonderfully. Very pleased. 
 
Elizabeth Johnson  
As a matter of fact, Paul, in the last months my oil paintings have taken a turn. The work is 
becoming more abstract, and the solid planes that divided territories are still there, but you 
can see through them. Everything is getting more airy, and random objects, landscapes and 
figures are starting to coalesce into stews, or a collision of images distinguished by the 
direction of their shadows. I'm not so sure about their finish, but I'm comfortable with the color 
palette. Thanks for asking. 
 
Sophia Chizuco 
In 2014, I started to listen more in thinking about projects, more than just going by instinct. At 
Ex Situ, I showed one of my projects called “criminal eyes (tentative),” which is still in progress 
since 2013. The artists gave me feedback, and that made my vision and concept clearer. Also I 
was encouraged to continue the series. I am learning more how to express and explain my 
work in written words. 
 
 
 
 



Thomas Micchelli 
In fact, my turn was directly connected to the Ex Situ session. I presented a painting in which 
the legibility of the image — sketched in red over a black field and rotated 90 degrees — was 
intentionally obscured. After the discussion I felt that such a move, which was meant to be 
disorienting and ambiguous, was actually a stumbling block, and that it made more sense to 
render my images clearly and place the difficulties elsewhere. 
 
Nicholas Greenwald 
Over the past year I've been working through a transition from observational drawing to 
drawings that illustrate an insular narrative. Writing a story that is personal has been a way to 
connect with my work and gives me a framework upon which to hang any issue I feel like 
highlighting. This has been part of a journey to be more honest and open about content and 
techniques in my work. I desire to become comfortable with exposing whatever idiosyncrasies 
come along with saying what I want, or how I want to be — self-consciousness without letting 
consciousness paralyze me. 
 
Richard Sigmund 
What have I learned this year: Once, when I was stating that Notre Dame was a great building 
while also questioning what it stood for, someone said to me, "You need to UN-learn this.”  I 
have enough years and pain that I could give advice, but what I have learned is that if I want to 
help with someone's suffering, I need not give advice but learn to listen. In my art I have always 
taken the attitude that my way was the only way. Now I am owning up to myself because in 
reality I was holding on to what I SHOULD do.  
 
Barbara Friedman 
For three years I painted ruff collars in situ in museums, the place to see a ruff around a neck.  
Then I took off out of there, re-turn-ing to my studio. Now improvising, I take off from those 
paintings to imagine the collars away from their owners’ bodies — as if they had taken their 
collars and heads off together. Sometimes they fly over a landscape. Seraphically? Or like a 
UFO in take-off? I’m still deciding. 
 
Kay Sirikul Pattachote 
Every week I arrange flowers into a vase by the Buddha statue, beginning my daily routine with 
prayer and meditation. When new flowers arrive, the old flowers have already begun to fade 
away. I keep them. I study, draw, and paint them, adding some fresh tones as a memory of life. 
Then I start another process by loosely applying paint with randomness in order to portray a 
story of uncertainties, insecurities and unmet hopes. 
 
Rosie Lopeman 
In the past year the process of painting has turned from a monologue into a dialogue between 
the moments of making and the moments of seeing what I’ve done. The Looking Eye and the 
Making Eye, previously separate modes, now converse throughout the process. This turn may 
have been catalyzed by the use of the grid, as it is a link between the two modes. 
 
 
 
 



Robert Franca 
I had been doing small paintings of single, invented forms, constructed mostly of planes of 
diffused color in an atmospheric environment, and influenced by the architecture in early 
Italian paintings. With much larger recent works, these invented ‘constructions’ have now 
become for me characters (actors) and personages that relate to one another. I’d like to say I 
have a narrative bent, or maybe I’m just bent on the unacceptable practice of telling stories. 
The context of the environment in which my characters sit or stand (or propose to act) has 
been important to me yet remains unresolved. If seen from below there is usually a context of 
sky (and only background). If seen from above, there is a particular context of place to reckon 
with. The context (foreground) of created forms that allude to a particular meaning caused me 
to worry until recently, when I researched the foregrounds of Poussin and Corot, and I realized 
it is often just a lot of formless painted mush. 
 
Eileen Weitzman 
I was making sculptural paintings with cuts and stitches in the canvas, plus oils and stuffed 
fabric. Fabric pieces and other objects were appended to the outside of the frame. One day I 
was running for the subway when a voice suddenly beckoned. "Leave the space inside the 
frame alone," it whispered. Therefore, my recent sculpted paintings no longer escape out of 
the center. Once they began chanting, "free the painting," they avoided it altogether. It is said 
they developed a fear of centrism. 
 
Jonathan Quinn 
The abyss: an absence of something; nothingness. We gaze into the abyss and grasp for clarity 
— an explanation — even one we invent. What do you see when you stare at clouds? Lately I’m 
seeing correlations between conjuring a something from the provisional nothingness — an 
oceanic void — and David Hume’s problem with induction, drawing general but uncertain 
conclusions based on observations. Art is the one place where we acceptably observe 
(simultaneously) a physical reality and an invention. 
 
Bob Seng  
This year my EXITs turned back on themselves, acknowledging more their original EXIT 
characteristics of graphics and color, but softening their original harshness by collaging them 
in different ways, and disrupting these less by elimination than by reassignment. Scraping, 
collage, and obliteration are still my main tools, but lately I have been letting the explosiveness 
of the reds do their own kind of obliteration. 
 
Marcy Rosenblat 
My work turned a corner when I realized that in order to participate in the Ex Situ I had to 
create smaller, more portable paintings. The challenge was to create the same intensity in a 
14” canvas as in a 48” or 60” canvas. The scale change shifted the way I mediate my hand. 
Where before my process relied heavily on moving the canvas to manipulate the paint, with 
the newer work my hand directs the paint. Now accident takes a secondary role, altering my 
decision-making process. 
 
 
 
 



James Donahue 
I have been working as an artist in many capacities , and more recently as a painter and 
computer artist. The turn my work has taken was accepting this computer-generated work into 
the work I consider to be my art. I have been working on the computer generating images as 
an art director on feature films, and during this time I have come to play around with various 
programs and visual manipulations that I am now using to generate a new set of images that I 
can call my own. 
 
Kate Teale 
I started painting night windows last year, using thin layers of pure color to build the blacks. At 
the time, I didn't know about Reinhardt's black paintings, so last winter’s show at Zwirner was 
fascinating — as was the Brooklyn Rail issue dedicated to him. My painting in this simposio 
show is the first I did, and it took seven tries to get it to work (there's another version of it up at 
Sideshow now). 
 
John Murray 
My work of the last two years has been metal wall sculpture whose focus was line and 
composition. Thus, I’ve restricted my palette to the browns, grays and blacks typical of natural 
metals. Now I’m re-introducing color. While I’ll avoid paints and resins, I look forward to 
extracting the potential color — via heat-treatments, acid baths, patination — latent in my 
chosen material. My work at Centotto is a first example of this turn. 
 
Wendy Klemperer 
Centotto’s Ex Situ recalled the open, vulnerable sensation I felt back in art school. But unlike 
those often lugubrious crits, these conversations spiraled around the work, allowing 
movement and free association. Fresh air. I inhaled and went home to experiments in the 
studio. My ‘turn’ this last year is drawing more, and doing small sculptural experiments, a 
vacation from big outdoor sculpture. Luckily some fun group shows allowed some of these 
pieces to see the light of day. Ideas percolate. 
 
Seth Mulvey 
My understanding of visual art is presently turning to include a wider range of human activity 
and creation. It is in some ways a false distinction to categorize certain activities as fine art, 
while calling others, such as construction or house painting, simple labor. The former, we 
revere; the latter, we despise. We might have similar feelings about those who practice such 
activities. I want to point to the lower practice by including its materials and techniques. 
 
 


